


Read Write Inc

Fresh Start

Give your struggling students a Fresh Start  
in reading and writing

A guide to Read Write Inc. Fresh Start resources,  
designed especially for students aged 9 and above



Read Write Inc. Fresh Start is a catch-up and 
intervention program with proven results, for 9 
to 13-year-olds still learning to read. It teaches 
students to read accurately and fluently with good 
comprehension, to spell correctly and compose 
their ideas for writing step-by-step.

 Resources are published  
by Oxford University  

Press and professional 
development provided  

by Ruth Miskin Training.
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For Nursery

Create lifelong readers and writers 
with exceptional discussion skills

Embed impressive spelling skills 
in just 15 minutes a day

Rescue your 
struggling 
readers and 
writers
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Fresh Start

Develop reading fluency  
and comprehension

Reading and writing right from the startRead Write Inc

Phonics

Read Write Inc

Comprehension

Programme overview chart



Developed by Ruth Miskin, Read Write Inc. Fresh 
Start uses a proven phonics-based approach and:

  Engages students with high-interest, age-
appropriate reading and writing materials that 
are matched to their increasing knowledge of 
phonics and ‘tricky’ words.

  Accelerates students’ progress with finely levelled 
Modules, supplemented by age-appropriate 
Anthologies.

  Includes a clear structure to help you fit  
Fresh Start into your timetable, with step-by-step 
teacher guidance and day-by-day lesson plans 
that integrate all reading and writing activities.
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Modules

The Thing 
from the 

Black Planet

1Module

Name:

Series developed by Ruth Miskin
2
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Bill Bright’s 
f ishing trip

6Module

Series developed by Ruth Miskin
2
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A bad 
hair day

11Module

Series developed by Ruth Miskin
2
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Name:
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The weaving  
contest

16Module

Name:

Series developed by Ruth Miskin
2
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Romeo 
and Juliet

21Module

Name:

Series developed by Ruth Miskin
2
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New boy
26Module

Name:

Series developed by Ruth Miskin
2
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Introductory
Module

Name:

Series developed by Ruth Miskin 2

Fresh Start

Read Write Inc

839836_RWI_FS_Intro_Module.indd   1

10/03/2017   08:43

34 Workbooks containing activities 
and longer texts matched to students’ 
phonic knowledge. Students read 
and discuss the text several times, 
developing comprehension and 
fluency.

Each Module contains a 
fiction or non-fiction text and 
a range of comprehension 
and writing activities which 
provide practice in the 
sounds and graphemes 
taught in the phonics 
lessons.
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Beep! Da-da-dedada! Beep! 

“Oh, no, it’s him!” said Jack. “What a dope. 

Doesn’t he know phones aren’t allowed at school?”

Gopal grinned as he spoke. “Get a life, Jack!  

And it’s not a bad phone, that. Nice ringtone too. Just like mine.”

Gopal pulled a brand new smartphone out of his pocket  

and started to tap in some text.

Jack’s voice went high and squeaky.

“You poser! You’ve got just the phone that I want!”

Gopal smiled. “I’ve had it for a while.

A popular bloke like me needs the latest phone, Jack!

I’m texting Rosie, to see if she wants to go to the park after school.”

Jack picked up his bike and rode home alone.

He was the only child left in the class without a phone. He’d been 

asking his mum to let him have one since he started his new school.

There was nothing he wanted more.

Mum was back from work early. She was dozing in an armchair, 

pretending to read her horoscope. He prepared to cajole his mum 

into getting him a phone.
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“Mum!” said Jack. “There’s something I need to get! Something  

just – so – cool! It’s got all the latest apps and the best camera 

for me to take photos of you and Dad. All the kids at school have 

got one …”

“Jack! Stop! Just tell me what this amazingly cool thing is!”

He came out with it. “The Smartphone X11!” 

Mum almost choked on her tea.

“You must be joking! Do you know what those things cost?

Have you forgotten your dad’s not got a job at the moment?”

“But all the kids at …”

“Then their mums and dads have got more cash than sense!

No moping, Jack! Grandad Cope is coming round for his tea.”

Mum closed the magazine and went off to the kitchen.

By the time Grandad Cope drove away at 10 o’clock,  

Jack had a deal.

Point 1:  Jack Cope to wash Mr Bill Cope’s van each week  

for ten weeks – inside and out.

Point 2:  Mr Bill Cope to pay Jack Cope for the (not so new) 

Smartphone X9.
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Seven full-colour Anthologies in a lively  
magazine-style format provide further phonic 
practice, at home and at school. 

Read Write Inc

Fresh Start
Anthologies

2
Know your fright limit 
… gutsy or gutted?!

Too cool for school?
Which school is for you?

Speed‚ skids 
and mud!

Series developed by Ruth Miskin

AnthologyAnthology22

Anthology 2 
Written by  
Gill Munton Janey Pursglove Adrian Bradbury

The Read Write Inc. Fresh Start Anthologies contain a variety of lively 
non‑fiction, poetry and fiction texts, including quizzes, playscripts and 
comic strips, to motivate students to read for pleasure. They can be used 
alongside the Read Write Inc.  Fresh Start Modules, or to supplement other 
reading programmes.

This Anthology contains ten texts which provide further practice of the sounds 
and graphemes focused on in Fresh Start Modules 6–10.

The subjects of the Anthology texts are linked to the Module texts so that 
students meet familiar vocabulary which will support independent reading.

Module Linked Anthology Text

6 Bill Bright’s fishing trip
6A High heels – or string vests?

6B Fish with Bill and Fred

7 The yellow light 
7A Know your fright limit! 

7B Camping? Forget it!

8 Baboons on the loose
8A Do you do zoos?

8B Top bananas

9 Bart the champ
9A Fast track facts! 

9B Speed, skids and mud!

10 Lorna 
10A Stay cool in school!

10B Which school is for you?

Fresh StartRead Write Inc

1
How to get in touch:
web www.oxfordprimary.co.uk
email primary.enquiries@oup.com
tel. +44 (0) 1536 452610
 fax +44 (0) 1865 313472 2
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If you have a phobia, it means that you are 

very frightened of something. I don’t mean 

something boring, like a maths test, or getting

a spot on your chin … or even a trip to the dentist.

Some phobias seem very strange –

from fish to buttons, teapots, f leas, clouds, 

bees, peaches and cream cakes –

all of them have been reasons for phobias.

You may get panic attacks when you have 

to face the subject of your phobia.

This means that:• your heart beats very fast

• you can’t breathe easily

• you feel sick• your mouth feels dry.And phobias can get in the way –

if you are frightened of travelling by plane, 

you may be spending all your holidays in 

sunny Wigan!

If you have a phobia, it means that you are 

very frightened of something. I don’t mean 

Peacocks or peanuts – 

Dr Dean looks at strange phobias

all of them have been reasons for phobias.

bees, peaches and cream cakes –

all of them have been reasons for phobias.

Dr Dean

2
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Jin
“I am frightened of spiders – such hairy legs!

I can’t take a spider out of the bath.

I can’t look at a photo of a spider –

I can’t even think about spiders!”

Roy
“I have a phobia about peanut butter.

As soon as I see that jar, I start to feel sick.

When I was little, my dad made me eat

10 peanut butter sandwiches

and I think that started the phobia.”

Jane
“I hate the number 13.

I have lots of bad dreams about it.

I will be 13 soon, and I can’t face the birthday cards.

Lots of number 13s on the windowsill!”

I can’t look at a photo of a spider –

I can’t even think about spiders!”

I can’t look at a photo of a spider –

I can’t even think about spiders!”

Peacocks or peanuts – 

Dr Dean looks at strange phobias Some phobias:

3
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It's football –
but not as we know it!

Lairy hair … 
it will not play fair!

Get your 
skates on!

Series developed by Ruth Miskin

AnthologyAnthology

Anthology 3 
Written by  
Gill Munton Janey Pursglove Adrian Bradbury

The Read Write Inc. Fresh Start Anthologies contain a variety of lively 
non‑fiction, poetry and fiction texts, including quizzes, playscripts and 
comic strips, to motivate students to read for pleasure. They can be used 
alongside the Read Write Inc.  Fresh Start Modules, or to supplement other 
reading programmes.

This Anthology contains ten texts which provide further practice of the sounds 
and graphemes focused on in Fresh Start Modules 11–15.

The subjects of the Anthology texts are linked to the Module texts so that 
students meet familiar vocabulary which will support independent reading.

Module Linked Anthology Text

11 A bad hair day
11A Lairy hair

11B Mrs Fairborn’s baby

12 A good win for the red shirts

12A  What sort of football fan are you – 

fanatical, fair or a flop?

12B It’s football – but not as we know it!

13 A player to be proud of
13A Norman Knight, time‑travelling superstar

13B Christmas 1914

14 Cook – and enjoy!
14A Troy Tomato cooks up a storm 

14B Unwrap – and enjoy!

15 Late 
15A Room rage!

15B Get your skates on!

Fresh StartRead Write Inc

1
How to get in touch:
web www.oxfordprimary.co.uk
email primary.enquiries@oup.com
tel. +44 (0) 1536 452610
 fax +44 (0) 1865 313472 2
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Down the hatch!
Horrid tales of frightful food.

Greek legends 
Meet some of the meanest monsters!

Wild Mike's guide 
to staying alive!

Series developed by Ruth Miskin

44AnthologyAnthology

Anthology 4 
Written by  
Gill Munton Janey Pursglove Adrian Bradbury

The Read Write Inc. Fresh Start Anthologies contain a variety of lively 
non‑fiction, poetry and fiction texts, including quizzes, playscripts and 
comic strips, to motivate students to read for pleasure. They can be used 
alongside the Read Write Inc.  Fresh Start Modules, or to supplement other 
reading programmes.

This Anthology contains ten texts which provide further practice of the sounds 
and graphemes focused on in Fresh Start Modules 16–20.

The subjects of the Anthology texts are linked to the Module texts so that 
students meet familiar vocabulary which will support independent reading.

Module Linked Anthology Text

16 The weaving contest
16A  Peacocks or peanuts – Dr Dean looks at 

strange phobias
16B Monsters of land, air and sea

17 Amy Oliver’s quick goldfish pie
17A Down the hatch!
17B Wild Mike’s guide to staying alive!

18 Beep!
18A The phone zone 
18B Home‑grown sound effect zone! 

19 Spellbound
19A  Duke weds royal bride in wedding 

of the season! 
19B Happy ever after?

20 The Outlaws
20A Awesome!
20B The Fab Factor 

Fresh StartRead Write Inc

1
How to get in touch:
web www.oxfordprimary.co.uk
email primary.enquiries@oup.com
tel. +44 (0) 1536 452610
 fax +44 (0) 1865 313472 2
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Shark for sale –  
great with kids!

Got a problem?
… ask Shirley.

Series developed by Ruth Miskin

555AnthologyAnthology
They came from 
outer space! 
Aliens – are they real?

Anthology 5 
Written by  
Gill Munton Janey Pursglove Adrian Bradbury

The Read Write Inc. Fresh Start Anthologies contain a variety of lively 
non‑fiction, poetry and fiction texts, including quizzes, playscripts and 
comic strips, to motivate students to read for pleasure. They can be used 
alongside the Read Write Inc.  Fresh Start Modules, or to supplement other 
reading programmes.

This Anthology contains ten texts which provide further practice of the sounds 
and graphemes focused on in Fresh Start Modules 21–25.

The subjects of the Anthology texts are linked to the Module texts so that 
students meet familiar vocabulary which will support independent reading.

Module Linked Anthology Text

21 Romeo and Juliet
21A A fanfare for Monio and Oojilet 
21B Once upon a love match

22 Sunburst Teen Magazine
22A Ask Shirley …
22B Many happy returns Sunburst! 

23 How does it feel to be an astronaut?
23A A spell in space 
23B They came from outer space! 

24 Game raider 
24A Do it! 
24B Shark for sale 

25 Jason’s quest
25A   Left alone to die – The story of  

Alexander Selkirk 
25B Extreme survival

Fresh StartRead Write Inc

1
How to get in touch:
web www.oxfordprimary.co.uk
email primary.enquiries@oup.com
tel. +44 (0) 1536 452610
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Round my neck! 
Snake alert!

Watch that 
turtle hurtle 
and other animal races!

Keep fit for footy 
with some top sporting tips.

Series developed by Ruth Miskin

666AnthologyAnthology

Anthology 6 
Written by  
Gill Munton Janey Pursglove Adrian Bradbury

The Read Write Inc. Fresh Start Anthologies contain a variety of lively 
non‑fiction, poetry and fiction texts, including quizzes, playscripts and 
comic strips, to motivate students to read for pleasure. They can be used 
alongside the Read Write Inc.  Fresh Start Modules, or to supplement other 
reading programmes.

This Anthology contains ten texts which provide further practice of the sounds 
and graphemes focused on in Fresh Start Modules 26–30.

The subjects of the Anthology texts are linked to the Module texts so that 
students meet familiar vocabulary which will support independent reading.

Module Linked Anthology Text

26 New boy
26A Keep fit for footy 
26B New school blues

27 Kevin the killer hamster
27A The flight of Freddy Fish 
27B The dog ate my homework!

28 Il Bello
28A Life on a cattle ranch 
28B Watch that turtle hurtle!

29 A brilliant escape!
29A Odd achievements 
29B Emergency – the A and E department

30 Creature
30A Creature features!
30B Monster

Fresh StartRead Write Inc

1
How to get in touch:
web www.oxfordprimary.co.uk
email primary.enquiries@oup.com
tel. +44 (0) 1536 452610
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Ballad of a pirate 
of distinction!

Superstitions – 
sense or nonsense?

Grand theft! 
Can you catch the thief ?

Series developed by Ruth Miskin

777AnthologyAnthology

Anthology 7 
Written by  
Gill Munton Janey Pursglove Adrian Bradbury

The Read Write Inc. Fresh Start Anthologies contain a variety of lively 
non‑fiction, poetry and fiction texts, including quizzes, playscripts and 
comic strips, to motivate students to read for pleasure. They can be used 
alongside the Read Write Inc.  Fresh Start Modules, or to supplement other 
reading programmes.

This Anthology contains ten texts which provide further practice of the sounds 
and graphemes focused on in Fresh Start Modules 31–33.

The subjects of the Anthology texts are linked to the Module texts so that 
students meet familiar vocabulary which will support independent reading.

Module Linked Anthology Text

31 Macbeth
31A Superstitions – sense or nonsense?

31B A famous writer – Shakespeare

32 The invisible city 
32A A terrible day in Pompeii 

32B Mission impossible!

33 Penalty for piracy: Execution
33A Ballad of a pirate of distinction! 

33B Pirate application pack 

Extended reads: 

• Grand theft at Bagshot Manor 

• Survivors 

Fresh StartRead Write Inc

1
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Inca bling!
Is bling your thing?

Series developed by Ruth Miskin

Hank Stock 

– strong man 
Lifts sacks‚ bricks and …?

Blast off to the 

Black Planet!

AnthologyAnthology11
Anthology 1
Written by  

Gill Munton Janey Pursglove Adrian Bradbury

The Read Write Inc. Fresh Start Anthologies contain a variety of lively 

non‑fiction, poetry and fiction texts, including quizzes, playscripts and 

comic strips, to motivate students to read for pleasure. They can be used 

alongside the Read Write Inc.  Fresh Start Modules, or to supplement other 

reading programmes.

This Anthology contains ten texts which provide further practice of the sounds 

and graphemes focused on in Fresh Start Modules 1–5.

The subjects of the Anthology texts are linked to the Module texts so that 

students meet familiar vocabulary which will support independent reading.

Module 

Linked Anthology Text

1 The Thing from the Black Planet

1A Penpal from the Black Planet

1B Planets 'R' Us Travel

2 A wolf cub 

2A Challenge Prof. the Boff!

2B Fang hunts with the pack

3 Big Malc

3A Hank Stock – strong man

3B Tests of strength

4 Hay into gold

4A Six top tricks!

4B Inca bling!

5 Keeping a cat 

5A The day of the dog

5B Calling all dogs – the police need you!

1
How to get in touch:

web www.oxfordprimary.co.uk

email primary.enquiries@oup.com

tel. +44 (0) 1536 452610

 fax +44 (0) 1865 313472
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Module 18

150

‘best friends’
number of 
graphemes

‘best friends’
number of 
graphemes

mine i-e 3 spoke o-e 4

late a-e 3 cajole o-e 5

like i-e 3 ringtone ng  o-e 6

phone ph   o-e 3 forgotten or   tt 7

home o-e 3 alone o-e 4

root + ending root ending

joking joke ing

hoping hope ing

closing close ing

Hold a sentence Jack picked up his bike and rode home alone.

1. Ask students to turn to p.8 in their Module.
2. Use MTYT to say the sentence above. Repeat until the students can remember it.
3. Ask the students to help you write the sentence on the board. Use Spelling Fingers to help spell 

Green Words, and Red Rhythms to spell Red Words.
4. Check punctuation in your sentence (capital letter and full stop). Re-read the sentence to check 

it makes sense.
5. Hide the sentence and ask students to write it in their Module on p.8.
6. Display the sentence again and ask students to tick/correct each word.

Proofread – spelling and punctuation
1. Ask the students to follow on p.8 of their Module as you read the sentences aloud.
2. Tell students to proofread and correct the sentences, and discuss the corrections with their partner.
3. Ask students to tell you the spelling errors. Write the correct spelling on the board. Ask them to 

tick/correct their work.
4. Re-read the sentences exaggerating the sentence breaks and the effect of punctuation. Ask 

students where they have placed the missing punctuation and to tick/correct their work. (The 
correct text is: Mum almost choked on her tea. “You must be joking! Do you know what those 
things cost? Mobile phones are always getting stolen!”)

5. Make links between this proofreading activity and students proofreading their own writing.

Building vocabulary
Tell students that they are going to explore the word cajole.
1. Write the word cajole on the board. Use MTYT to say it. Say: Jack tried to cajole his mum into 

buying him a phone. TTYP: Why did Jack want a phone so desperately?
2. Tell students that they are going to explore how this word can be used, in order to expand their 

vocabulary. TTYP: What does this word mean? What other words have a similar meaning? 
(persuade gently, wheedle, get round somebody) 

3. Ask students to TTYP to say when they might cajole someone. E.g. when you want something, 
or somebody to do something. Who might they cajole?  A child to eat vegetables, a friend to go 
to the park.

839883_Lesson Plans_Module_18.indd   150 02/05/2017   09:07
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4. Ask students to help you as you TOL (Think out loud) to build a sentence about when you 
cajoled your dad into doing something. For example:

• I cajoled Dad into taking me swimming by promising to tidy my bedroom.

• I cajoled Dad into taking me to the brand new swimming pool by promising to keep my 
bedroom tidy forever.

5. Use MTYT to reinforce the sentences at each stage of the build.
6. Ask students to TTYP to build a sentence together about when they cajoled someone to do 

something, including the word cajoled. Ask them to practise saying it until they can remember it.
7. Select a few partners to say their sentences to the group. Suggest rewording if necessary.
8. Ask partners to check if they want to amend their sentence and then write it in their Module. 

Day 3 Activities a. Daily Speed Sounds lesson e.  Questions to read and 
answer

Work through all the activities listed 
in this timetable. See guidance below 
for activities in bold. See pp.142–143 
for other activities.

b.  Partner practice – Speed 
Words

f. Spell check

c. Questions to talk about g. Spell test
d. Third read – Students h. Grammar practice

Questions to talk about
Read the questions below. For each question, direct the students to the correct section to 
find the answer. Ask them to TTYP to respond using Fastest Finger where they find the 
answer in the text or Have a Think to justify their answer/opinion. Then take feedback. 
Have a Think  What did Jack think about mobile phones and their users at the start of 

the story? (Section 1)
Fastest Finger  Who did Gopal text and why? (Section 2) 
Have a Think  Why did Jack’s mum say he couldn’t have a phone? (Sections 5 and 6)
Fastest Finger How did Jack buy his new phone? (Section 7)
Read with Expression  How did Mum feel about the phone once Jack had one? (she liked it, was 

enthusiastic, wanted to make use of it) Read aloud Section 9, saying 
Mum’s words with suitable feeling.

Read with Expression  Was Jack pleased with his new phone? (He was fed up/annoyed with 
his Mum calling him, asking him to do things. He was more interested 
in Gopal’s new tablet.) Read Section 10 aloud, showing Jack’s feelings 
towards the phone and Gopal’s new tablet.

Grammar practice
1. Remind students that we sometimes use an apostrophe to show that some letters are missing. 
2. Tell partners to look at Section 1 of the main text in their Module on p.4 and play ‘Fastest Finger’ 

to find three words that use apostrophes to show that letters are missing. (it’s, doesn’t, aren’t)

Anthology text
At the end of the lesson, ask students to turn to p.18 in their Anthology.

1. Introduce them to the text ‘The phone zone’. Ask them to TTYP to talk about what they like 
or dislike about mobile phones, and why.

2. Read the introduction, drawing the students into the text so they will be keen to read the 
rest independently.
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Fresh Start
Teaching resources

Handbook

Includes lesson plans for  
each Module, plus guidance  
on Speed Sound lessons.

Handbook
HandbookSeries developed by Ruth Miskin

2

Fresh Start

Read Write Inc
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Teaching resources

Fresh Start Module Green Word Cards

Fresh Start Module 12 Green Word Card

Fresh Start Module 12 Green Word Card

Fresh Start Module 12 Green Word Card

Fresh Start Module 12 Green Word Card

Fresh Start Module 12 Green Word Card

Fresh Start Module 12 Green Word Cardwh irlwind

th irsty victory

stirred

skirmish

resulted
841706_FS_MGWC.indd   53

10/03/2017   11:09

Green and Red Word Cards

Green Word Cards with  
examples of words containing  
the sounds students have  
just learnt.

Red Word Cards help students  
read common words with  
uncommon spellings.

mad
dad

mat

at
sad

sat
837424 Green Word Cards.indd   1

12/02/2016   12:16

the
your
was

I
you

said837426 Red_Word Cards.indd   1

12/02/2016   13:39Speed Sound Cards

Letter-sound correspondences 
to help students remember 
the sounds.

Module Green Word Cards

Cards to help students 
practise some of the 
decodable words they will 
come across in the Module 
texts, with definitions.

Posters

Speed sounds posters for  
quick review of the letter- 
sound correspondences.
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Fresh Start

Ruth Miskin Training gives teachers the skills and 
confidence to reach every student using the Read 
Write Inc. programs. Ruth Miskin’s mission is to 
teach every student to read and write, and to keep 
them reading – no exceptions. 

Find out more about training options at  
https://www.ruthmiskin.com/australia/ or call 

(+61) 7 3185 4438

Professional Development



Read Write Inc

Fresh Start

Find out more:

Visit https://www.oup.com.au/rwifreshstart

Get in touch:

Contact your Local Educational Consultant

for free advice and support on your 

resources oup.com.au/contact

Phone:

1300 650 616




